AbstractÐPoint availability and expected interval availability are dependability measures respectively defined by the probability that a system is in operation at a given instant and by the mean percentage of time during which a system is in operation over a finite observation period. We consider a repairable computer system and we assume, as usual, that the system is modeled by a finite Markov process. We propose in this paper a new algorithm to compute these two availability measures. This algorithm is based on the classical uniformization technique in which a test to detect the stationary behavior of the system is used to stop the computation if the stationarity is reached. In that case, the algorithm gives not only the transient availability measures, but also the steady state availability, with significant computational savings, especially when the time at which measures are needed is large. In the case where the stationarity is not reached, the algorithm provides the transient availability measures and bounds for the steady state availability. It is also shown how the new algorithm can be extended to the computation of performability measures.
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INTRODUCTION
I N the dependability analysis of repairable computing systems, there is an increasing interest in evaluating transient measures, in particular, the point availability and the availability over a given period. This paper deals with the computation of the point availability and of the expected interval availability respectively defined by the probability that the system is in operation at a given instant and by the mean percentage of time during which the system is in operation over a finite observation period. Formally, the system is modeled by a Markov process. Its state space is divided into two disjoint sets which represent the up states in which the system delivers the specified service and the down states in which there is no more service delivered. Transitions from the up (resp. down) states to the down(resp. up) states are called failures (resp. repairs). The interval availability over HY t is then the fraction of the interval HY t during which the process is in the up states. This random variable has been studied in previous papers as, for instance, in [1] , [2] , and [3] , where its distribution is evaluated using the uniformization technique. This approach is interesting because it has good numerical properties and it allows the user to perform the computation with an error as small as desired.
An approach to detect the stationarity of Markov processes has been proposed in [4] , [5] . This approach is based on the uniformization method. The state probability vectors of the uniformized Markov chain are successively computed and the iterates that are spaced m iterations apart are compared. When the difference between two such iterates is small enough, the computation is stopped. The main problem with this method is that, unlike the standard uniformization, there is no ability to specify error bounds easily computable.
In this paper, we develop a new method to compute the point availability and the expected interval availability which is also based on the uniformization technique and on the stationary regime detection. In practice, one usually does not know whether the time horizon he/she is considering is large enough for a steady state analysis. The main advantage of our algorithm is that the computation is stopped when the steady state availability of the system is reached, giving both transient and steady state measures with an error tolerance specified in advance. When the stationarity is not reached, the algorithm gives the transient measures and bounds for the steady state availability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the following section, we recall the classical way to compute the point availability and we derive new results to stop the computation when the stationary regime is reached. We also give in this section the pseudocode of both algorithms. In Section 3, we consider the expected interval availability and we show how it can be computed using the stationarity detection. In Section 4, we show, by means of a numerical example, that our new algorithm can considerably reduce the computation time of the availability measures considered here when the time at which measures are needed is sufficiently large. It is also shown that computational savings can be obtained even when the time horizon is small. In Section 5, we show how the results obtained for the availability measures can be easily extended to the corresponding performability measures. The last section is devoted to some conclusions.
POINT AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
Consider an irreducible continuous-time homogeneous Markov process f t Y t ! Hg, over a finite state space denoted by . The states of are divided into two disjoint subsets: , the set of the operational states (or the up states), and h, the set of the unoperational states (or the down states). For a system modeled by such a process, the point availability at time t is denoted by e t and defined by e t rf t P gX
The process is, as usual, given by its infinitesimal generator, denoted by e, in which the ith diagonal entry eiY i verifies eiY i À jT i eiY j. Its initial probability distribution is denoted by the row vector .
The uniformized Markov chain associated to the process is characterized by its uniformization rate # and by its transition probability matrix [6] . The uniformization rate # verifies # ! mxÀeiY iY i P and is related to e by s ea#, where s denotes the identity matrix. Using this notation, we get where I is a column vector whose ith entry is I if i P and H if i P h. We denote by n the column vector defined by n n I . It follows that, for every n ! H, we have n nÀI and H I . In the following, we define for every n ! H, v n n I n .
The Classical Uniformization Method
The classical way to compute the point availability at time t is based on (1). Let 4 be a given specified error tolerance and x be defined as The computation of integer x can be made without any numerical problems, even for large values of #t, by using the method described in [7] .
The truncation level x is, in fact, a function of t, say x t . For a fixed value of 4, x t is an increasing function of t. It follows that if we want to compute e t for t distinct values of t, denoted by t I`Á Á Á`t t , we only need to compute v n for n IY F F F Y x tt since the values of v n are independent of the parameter t.
The pseudocode of the classical uniformization method can then be written as shown in Table 1 .
Stationarity Detection
The stationarity detection that we consider is based on the control of the sequence of vectors n n I . Let the row vector % denote the stationary probability distribution of the Markov process . This vector verifies %e H and % %. The steady state availability is given by e I %I . To ensure the convergence of the sequence of vectors n , we require that the uniformization rate # verifies # b mxÀeiY iY i P since this guarantees that the transition probability matrix is aperiodic. We then have, for every i P ,
We describe now the test used to detect that, for a given value of n, the entries of vector n are close to %I . For every n ! H, we define m n min iP n i nd w n mx iP n iX Note that, since H I , we have w H I and m H H. The following result gives bounds of the steady state availability e I %I . Lemma 2.1. The sequences m n and w n are, respectively, nondecreasing and nonincreasing and, for every n ! H, we have
Moreover, both sequences m n and w n converge to %I .
Proof. For every i P , we have nI i jP iY j n j. It follows that m n nI i w n and, so, we get m n m nI and w nI w n , which shows that the sequences m n and w n are, respectively, nondecreasing and nonincreasing.
Since v n jP j n j, we get m n v n w n , which is equivalent to w n m n P w n À m n P X Writing now %I % n I % n jP %j n j, we get, in the same way, m n %I w n , which is equivalent to %I À w n m n P w n À m n P X
The state space being finite and the fact that, for every i P , n i converges to %I show that both sequences m n and w n converge to %I . t u
Remark. We have assumed that the Markov process is irreducible. If the Markov process is not irreducible, but contains an absorbing state denoted by with P h, then we have %I H and, for every i P , we easily get n iÀ3H when nÀ3I. Now, since P h, we have n H for every n ! H and so we also have m n H for every n ! H. Thus, in this case, it sufficies to consider the sequence w n which is nonincreasing and converges to H.
This lemma shows that the difference w n À m n converges to H, that is, for a fixed error tolerance 4 b H, there exists an integer k such that, for n ! k, we have w n À m n 4. Since m n w n , we have m n m nI w nI w n and, so, the sequence w n À m n is nonincreasing. We can then define the following integer u inffn ! Hjw n À m n 4aPgX
Using the integer u, (1 This last inequality follows from the fact that, for n ! u, we have, from Lemma 2.1, m u m n v n w n w u and, so, v n À w u m u P w u Àm u P 4aR. The time u can be interpreted as the discrete time to stationarity with respect to the subset .
For every t ! H and for every integer l ! H, we denote by p l t the function defined by
It is easy to check that, for a fixed value of l, the function p l t decreases from I to H over the interval HY I. We can then define for every integer l ! H and for every 4 b H, the time l as l infft ! HY p l t 4aRgX
We then have the following theorem:
Proof. First note that, from Lemma 2.1, we have m n v n w n and m n %I w n , for every n ! H. It follows that jv n À %I j w n À m n for every n ! H. We then have Since t ! u , we have p u t 4aR. In the second term, since n ! u, we have w n À m n w u À m u 4aP and, so, we get (5). Relation (6) is immediate from Lemma 2.1. Finally, combining (5) and (6), we get (7). t u
The time u can be interpreted as the continuous time to stationarity with respect to the subset .
The New Algorithm
Using these results, we obtain the following new algorithm (shown in Table 2 ). To simplify the writing of this algorithm, we define Note that it is not necessary to compute the continuous time to stationarity u with a high precision. It is sufficient to obtain an upper bound of u such as, for instance, d u e, which is the smallest integer greater or equal to u .
It must be also noted that, in this algorithm, the truncation step x is a function of the time t t as in the classical unformization algorithm, but the times to stationarity u and u are independent of the time parameter, when the discrete time u is reached.
The computational time complexity of both algorithms is essentially due to the computation of the vectors n . To compute these vectors, the classical algorithm requires x matrix-vector products and our new algorithm requires only minuY x matrix-vector products.
EXPECTED INTERVAL AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
We show in this section how the new algorithm proposed above for the point availability computation can be adapted to compute the expected interval availability taking account of the stationarity detection.
The expected interval availability represents the mean percentage of time during which the system is in operation over a finite observation period HY t. The interval availability over HY t is denoted by se t and its expectation is given by
Using (1) and by integration over HY t, we obtain (2) This algorithm is basically as the one depicted in Table 1 .
More precisely the computation of v n in Table 1 must be followed by the the recursion (8), with v H H v H , and, in the last loop over j, v n must be replaced by v H n in order to get ise t j instead of e t j .
Stationarity Detection for the Expected Interval Availability
Using the results obtained for the point availability, we can derive a new method to obtain the expected interval availability using the stationarity detection. This method is based on the two following theorems. Both theorems will be used in the case where the discrete time to stationarity u is such that u x. The first theorem states that, in order to compute the expected interval availability, ise t, we only need the values of v H n for n u. The second theorem states that, in order to compute the expected interval availability, ise t, for t ! u , we only need the value ise t H at a time t H such that t ! t H ! u . We denote by q H u t the function 
We consider a fault-tolerant multiprocessor system with finite buffer stages. This system was first considered in [8] for two processors without repair and has been extended in [9] to include repair for the computation of the moments of performability. Its has been also used in [10] to obtain the distribution of performability. We use the same model here for the computation of the point availability with our new method. It consists of n identical processors and buffer stages. Processors fail independently at rate ! and are repaired singly with rate ". Buffers stages fail independently at rate and are repaired with rate (. Processor failures cause a graceful degradation of the system and the number of operational processors is decreased by one. The system is in a failed state when all the processors have failed or any of the buffer stages has failed. No additional processor failures are assumed to occur when the system is in a failed state. The model is represented by a Markov process with state transition diagram shown in Fig. 1 . The state space of the system is fiY jY H i nY j HY Ig.
The component i of a state iY j means that there are i operational processors and the component j is zero if any of the buffer stages fails; otherwise, it is one. It follows that the set of operational states is fiY IY I i ng. We evaluate the point availability given that the system started in state nY I. The number of processors is fixed to IT, each with a failure rate ! HXHI per week and a repair rate " HXITTT per hour. The individual buffer stage failure rate is HXPP per week and its repair rate is ( HXITTT per hour. The error tolerance is 4 HXHHHHI.
In Fig. 2 , we plot the point availability, e t, as a function of t for different values of the number of buffer stages . The largest value of t, that is, the value of t t in the algorithm, has been chosen equal to IHY HHH hours.
For the largest value of t, we show, in Fig. 3 , the truncation step x x IHHHH , the discrete time to stationarity u, and the continuous time to stationarity u (in fact, we give d u e) for different values of the number of buffer stages . This figure shows, for example, that when IT the classical algorithm needs QY SVI matrix-vector products and our new algorithm needs only IV matrix-vector products, the continuous time to stationarity being equal to UU. When IY HPR the classical algorithm needs ISY TIT matrix-vector products and our new algorithm needs only VT matrix-vector products, the continuous time to stationarity being equal to TP. Moreover, our algorithm also computes the steady state point availability with a precision equal to 4aR. Fig. 3 also shows that both situations, u` u and u b u , are possible.
We consider in Fig. 4 smaller values of t t . The number of buffer stages is fixed to V. For t t IH, we get x IH IR and the discrete time to stationarity u is not reached. This means that u b IR. For t t ! PH we get x t t ! PH and the discrete time to stationarity is reached. Its value is u IV and the continuous time to stationarity is d u e VH. Fig. 4 shows that, even for small values of t t (t t`u ), our algorithm can reduce the computation time with respect to the classical algorithm. For instance, when t t TH, the classical algorithm needs RP matrix-vector products and our new algorithm needs only IV matrix-vector products.
EXTENSION TO THE PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS
The method proposed for the computation of the point availability and the expected interval availability using the steady state availability detection can be extended to more general measures such as the point performability and the expected interval performability. In performability modeling (see, for instance, [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] and the references therein), reward rates are associated with states of the model to quantify the ability of the system to perform in the corresponding states. We denote by &i the reward rate associated to the state i P . The reward rates &i are assumed to be nonnegative real numbers. The point performability at time t, denoted by t, and the expected interval performability, denoted by is t, are defined by Since, for every i P , we have H ri I, all the results and algorithms obtained for the computation of the availability measures can be easily extended to the computation of ft and gt. To do that, it suffices to replace the column vector I by the column vector r. The v a l u e s w H a n d m H b e c o m e w H mx iP ri a n d m H min iP ri. Moreover, we have fI gI %r.
CONCLUSIONS
A new algorithm has been developed to compute the point availability and the expected interval availability of repairable computer systems modeled by Markov processes. This new algorithm is based on the uniformization technique and on the detection of the steady state availability. It compares favorably with the classical uniformization algorithm when the time horizon is large and it is shown through a numerical example that computational savings can be obtained even when the time horizon is small. Moreover, our algorithm gives the steady state availability if the stationarity is reached and bounds of the steady state availability otherwise. Finally, this method can be easily extended to the computation of more general measures such as the point performability and the expected interval performability.
